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On an early spring morning in Richmond, Virginia, in the year 1885, a young pregnant woman is found
floating in the city reservoir. It appears that she has committed suicide, but there are curious clues at the
scene that suggest foul play. The case attracts local attention, and an eccentric group of men collaborate to
solve the crime. Detective Jack Wren lurks in the shadows, weaseling his way into the investigation and
intimidating witnesses. Policeman Daniel Cincinnatus Richardson, on the brink of retirement, catches the
case and relentlessly pursues it to its sorrowful conclusion. As the identity of the girl, Lillie, is revealed, her
dark family history comes to light, and the investigation focuses on her tumultuous affair with Tommie
Cluverius.
   Tommie, an ambitious young lawyer, is the pride and joy of his family and the polar opposite of his brother
Willie, a quiet, humble farmer. Though both men loved Lillie, it’s Tommie’s reckless affair that thrusts his
family into the spotlight. With Lillie dead, Willie must decide how far to trust Tommie, and whether he ever
understood him at all. Told through accumulating revelations, Tommie’s story finally ends in a riveting
courtroom
climax.
   Based on a true story, The Reservoir centers on a guilty and passionate love triangle composed of two very
different brothers and one young, naive girl hiding an unspeakable secret. A novel of lust, betrayal, justice,
and revenge, The Reservoir ultimately probes the question of whether we can really know the hearts and
minds of others, even of those closest to us.
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From reader reviews:

Jeffrey Paolucci:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the e-book entitled The Reservoir. Try to face the book The Reservoir as your buddy. It means
that it can being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside associated with course make you smarter
than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you much more confidence because
you can know almost everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience in addition to knowledge
with this book.

Henry Reavis:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading routine give
you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge even the information inside the
book this improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of guide
you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want truly
feel happy read one together with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. The actual The
Reservoir is kind of reserve which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Larry Artz:

The book The Reservoir will bring one to the new experience of reading some sort of book. The author style
to spell out the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book you just read, this book very appropriate
to you. The book The Reservoir is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book from the
official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Manuel Arndt:

Reading a book to be new life style in this season; every people loves to study a book. When you learn a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what types of
book that you have read. In order to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but
if you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, in addition to soon. The
The Reservoir will give you new experience in examining a book.
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